March 7, 2022

Sarkis Jebejian  
Kirkland & Ellis LLP  

Re: Eli Lilly and Company (the “Company”)  
Incoming letter dated December 23, 2021  

Dear Mr. Jebejian:  

This letter is in response to your correspondence concerning the shareholder proposal (the “Proposal”) submitted to the Company by Trinity Health et al. for inclusion in the Company’s proxy materials for its upcoming annual meeting of security holders.  

The Proposal asks the board to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in the Company’s public policy activities related to such risks.  

We are unable to concur in your view that the Company may exclude the Proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(10). Based on the information you have presented, it appears that the Company’s public disclosures do not substantially implement the Proposal.  

Copies of all of the correspondence on which this response is based will be made available on our website at https://www.sec.gov/corpfin/2021-2022-shareholder-proposals-no-action.  

Sincerely,  

Rule 14a-8 Review Team  

cc: Catherine Rowan  
Trinity Health
December 23, 2021

VIA EMAIL

Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

Email: shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Re: Shareholder Proposal of Trinity Health and co-filers

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We submit this letter on behalf of Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly" or the "Company") to notify the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") that the Company intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders (the "2022 Annual Meeting" and such materials, the "2022 Proxy Materials") a shareholder proposal and supporting statement (the "Proposal") submitted by Trinity Health and co-filed by certain other parties1 (collectively, the "Proponents"). We also request confirmation that the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff") will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission if the Company omits the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials for the reasons discussed below.

The Company currently anticipates filing a preliminary proxy statement with the Commission on or around February 25, 2022 due to the inclusion in the 2022 Proxy Materials of proposals to amend the Company’s Amended Articles of Incorporation and expects to file its definitive 2022 Proxy Materials on or around March 18, 2022. Accordingly, in compliance with Rule 14a-8(j) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, we have filed this letter with the Commission no later than 80 calendar days before the Company intends to file its definitive 2022 Proxy Materials with the Commission. In light of the Company’s timeline for filing a

---

1 The following shareholders have co-filed the Proposal: The Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth, Bon Secours Mercy Health, Mercy Investment Services, Inc., Adrian Dominican Sisters and Friends Fiduciary Corporation.
preliminary proxy statement, the Company requests that the Staff respond to this letter prior to February 25, 2022 if practicable.

In accordance with Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008), we are emailing this letter to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.gov. In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), we are simultaneously sending a copy of this letter and its attachments to the Proponents as notice of the Company’s intent to omit the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials. Likewise, we take this opportunity to inform the Proponents that if the Proponents elect to submit any correspondence to the Commission or the Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should be provided concurrently to the undersigned on behalf of the Company.

THE PROPOSAL

The Proposal sets forth the following resolution to be voted on by shareholders at the 2022 Annual Meeting:

RESOLVED that shareholders of Eli Lilly and Company (“Eli Lilly”) ask the board of directors to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Eli Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks. The report should be prepared at reasonable expense and should omit confidential or proprietary information, as well as information about existing litigation and claims of which Eli Lilly has notice.

SUPPORTING STATEMENT

The anticompetitive practices of companies within the pharmaceutical supply chain, insulin manufacturers such as Eli Lilly, are receiving increasing scrutiny from the public, regulators, and enforcers. The criticism of Eli Lilly has focused on the company’s insulin pricing strategy, which has resulted in massive price hikes for everyday consumers.

In response, regulators and legislators have increasingly focused on the pricing strategies of insulin manufacturers. In early 2021, the Senate Finance Committee issued a Staff Report on the rising cost of insulin, noting that Eli Lilly’s Humalog 50-50 Kwikpen had seen a 64% price increase between 2013 and 2017, and that insulin manufacturers had “aggressively raised the [wholesale acquisition cost] of their insulin products absent significant advances in the efficacy of the drugs.” Additionally, in response to high insulin prices, eight states (CO, IL, ME, NM, NY,
UT, WA, WV) have capped the price of insulin within their jurisdiction and others are considering adopting similar policies.

Separately, the company is facing a multitude of lawsuits around the pricing of its insulin products, including claims from various state attorney generals, class action lawsuits, and other market participants. The allegations include claims that Eli Lilly violated both state and federal RICO statutes, was unjustly enriched, and violated various state level consumer protection laws. The number and magnitude of lawsuits continues to mount, with the Mississippi Attorney General recently filing a lawsuit against Eli Lilly, alleging that the company colluded with other insulin manufacturers and pharmacy benefit managers to artificially keep insulin prices high.

Eli Lilly’s pricing strategies and the resulting mounting pressure on the company increase the likelihood of new regulation, increase risk for investors, and have a substantial impact on the public at large. Given the widespread concern and rapidly changing environment the company finds itself in, we believe that robust board oversight would improve Eli Lilly’s management of the risks related to its anticompetitive practices and that shareholders would benefit from more information about the board’s role.

Therefore, we urge Eli Lilly shareholders to vote FOR this proposal.²

BASIS FOR EXCLUSION

The Company hereby respectfully requests that the Staff concur in its view that the Company may exclude the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because the Company has substantially implemented the Proposal.

BACKGROUND

Lilly’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) “actively oversees and approves [the Company’s] corporate strategy,” “approv[es] major management initiatives,” and its “board and board committee agendas are structured to engage [its] directors in informed reviews of strategic and forward-looking issues.”³ Specifically, Lilly’s independent directors are “deeply engaged in key matters important to Lilly and [its] stakeholders, including the oversight over the company’s

² Proposal (citations omitted). The Proposal in full is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
approach to drug pricing and access.” Under this active oversight from the Board and its committees, Lilly has taken numerous steps to address drug pricing and access concerns.

For example, the “Accessibility and Affordability” page of Lilly’s environmental, social and governance website (the “ESG Website”) details significant Company initiatives enacted in recent years in furtherance of insulin affordability, including:

- On August 1, 2018, the Company launched the Lilly Diabetes Solution Center to connect people with insulin affordability solutions.
- On March 11, 2020, the Company announced participation in the Part D Senior Savings Model, allowing seniors enrolling in Medicare Part D plans in 2021 to purchase their monthly prescription of covered Lilly insulins for $35.
- On September 10, 2020, the Company announced its long-term commitment to the Lilly Insulin Value Program, which “allows anyone with commercial insurance, or no insurance at all, to obtain their monthly prescription of Lilly insulin for $35 at retail pharmacies.”

In addition, on September 28, 2021, the Company announced that it lowered the list price of all Lilly’s non-branded insulins by an additional 40% in the U.S. effective January 1, 2022, effectively bringing the list price to 2008 levels. Over the past four years, the average monthly out-of-pocket cost for Lilly insulin has dropped to $28.05, a 27% decrease.

---

4 2021 Proxy Materials, page 82.

5 Available at [https://esg.lilly.com/social](https://esg.lilly.com/social), and attached hereto as Exhibit B.


ANALYSIS

The Proposal May be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Because the Company Has Substantially Implemented the Proposal.

A. Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Background

Rule 14a-8(i)(10) allows a company to exclude a shareholder proposal from its proxy materials if the company has substantially implemented the proposal. The purpose of Rule 14a-8(i)(10) is “to avoid the possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which have already been favorably acted upon by management.” SEC Release No. 34-12598 (Jul. 7, 1976). Importantly, Rule 14a-8(i)(10) does not require a company to implement every detail of a proposal in order for the proposal to be excluded. The Staff has maintained this interpretation of Rule 14a-8(i)(10) since 1983, when the Commission reversed its prior position of permitting exclusion of a proposal only where a company’s implementation efforts had “fully” effectuated the proposal. SEC Release No. 34-20091 (Aug. 16, 1983). The 1998 amendments to Rule 14a-8 codified this position. See Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (May 21, 1998) (the “1998 Release”), at n.30 and accompanying text. Based on this revised approach, the Staff has consistently taken the position that a proposal has been “substantially implemented” and may be excluded as moot when a company can demonstrate that it has already taken actions to address the essential elements of the proposal, and a company’s policies, practices and procedures “compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal”. See Texaco, Inc. (Mar. 28, 1991) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the company subscribe to the Valdez Principles where the company had already adopted policies, practices and procedures with respect to the environment that compared favorably to the Valdez Principles); see also General Motors Corp. (Mar. 4, 1996) (permitting exclusion of a proposal where the company argued, “[i]f the mootness requirement of paragraph (c)(10) were applied too strictly, the intention of [the rule]—permitting exclusion of ‘substantially implemented’ proposals—could be evaded merely by including some element in the proposal that differs from the registrant’s policy or practice.”). For example, in PG&E Corp. (Mar. 10, 2010), the Staff permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the company provide a report disclosing, among other things, the company’s standards for choosing the organizations to which the company makes charitable contributions and the “business rationale and purpose for each of the charitable contributions.” In arguing that the proposal had been substantially implemented, the company referred to a website where the company had described its policies and guidelines for determining the types of grants that it makes and the types of requests that the company typically does not fund. Although the proposal appeared to contemplate disclosure of each and every charitable contribution, the Staff concluded that the company had substantially implemented the proposal. See The Wendy’s Co. (Apr. 10, 2019) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting a report assessing human rights risks of the company’s operations, including the principles and methodology used to make the assessment, the frequency of assessment and how the company would use the
assessments’s results, where the company had a code of ethics and a code of conduct for suppliers and disclosed on its website the frequency and methodology of its human rights risk assessments; see also MGM Resorts Int’l (Feb. 28, 2012) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting a report on the company’s sustainability policies and performance, including multiple objective statistical indicators, where the company published an annual sustainability report); see also The Boeing Co. (Feb. 17, 2011) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the company review its policies related to human rights and report its findings, where the company had already adopted human rights policies and provided an annual report on corporate citizenship).

Notably, in Pfizer (Mar. 1, 2018), the Staff permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal that the board report on the risks to the company from rising pressure to contain U.S. prescription drug prices, including the likelihood and potential impact of those risks as applied to the company, the steps the company was taking to mitigate or manage those risks, and the board’s oversight role. In arguing that the proposal had been substantially implemented, the company referred to its public disclosures regarding specific risks resulting from increasing pharmaceutical product pricing pressures, including the likelihood and potential impact of those risks as applied to the company, its response to such risks and the regulatory landscape of pharmaceutical pricing, and the role of its compliance committee in assessing and overseeing “current and emerging risks and regulatory enforcement trends that may affect [the company’s] business operations, performance, or strategy.” The Staff permitted exclusion, noting that the “Company’s public disclosures compare[d] favorably with the guidelines of [Pfizer’s] Proposal and that the Company has, therefore, substantially implemented [Pfizer’s] Proposal.”

B. The Company Has Substantially Implemented the Proposal.

The Company has substantially implemented the Proposal, which calls for the Board to produce a report on how it oversees risks from alleged anticompetitive practices. The supporting statement makes reference to, among other things, competition-related lawsuits and regulatory investigations that relate to the pricing of insulin from several years ago and that is out-of-date. The statements make clear the focus of the Proposal is to understand how the Board is addressing the alleged risks of increased regulatory scrutiny, citing insulin list price data from 2013 to 2017 in support of its argument.10 In connection with such scrutiny and regulatory risk, the Proposal requests “more information about the [B]oard’s role” in relation to risk oversight of pricing strategies.

---

10 Proposal (Exhibit A) FN i (citing Senate Finance Committee Report, discussing list price of Company branded insulin from 2013 to 2017). The Proposal does not reference the Company’s post-2017 pricing initiatives.
Lilly has already addressed the Proposal’s essential objective, which is to promote Board oversight over risks from the Company’s pricing of its medicines. As described above in the “Background” section, the Board actively oversees and approves Lilly’s strategy, approves significant management initiatives, and structures its Board and Board committee agendas to engage directors in informed reviews of strategic and forward-looking issues, and Lilly’s independent directors are deeply engaged in the oversight over Lilly’s approach to drug pricing and access. Under this active oversight from the Board and its committees, the Company has already addressed the Proposal’s underlying concerns through devoting substantial time and resources and implementing industry-leading initiatives in furtherance of insulin affordability. While the Proposal attempts to articulate alleged anticompetitive risks by relying on the “wholesale acquisition cost” (i.e., list price) data from 2017, the fact is that since 2017, Lilly has not increased the list price of its insulin and instead has taken steps to bring lower list-priced insulin products to market and to substantially lower the average out-of-pocket cost of insulin by 27% over the past four years.

The Company’s disclosures also specifically address each of the essential elements of the Proposal, and its policies and procedures compare favorably with those of the Proposal. As detailed in the illustrative examples provided in the table below, (1) the Company’s existing public filings clearly and prominently disclose specific risks regarding pricing practices, risks regarding increased regulatory and pricing scrutiny, and the mechanisms by which the Board oversees such risks; (2) the Affordability and Access section of the Company’s ESG Website includes detailed disclosure about how the Board incorporates pricing decisions into its strategic considerations and Board oversight of pricing risk mitigation efforts; and (3) the Company provides information about the Board’s role in public policy activities related to such risks on the Company’s political participation website (the “Political Participation Website”). These disclosures collectively enable shareholders to assess how the Board oversees risks from the Company’s pricing of its medicines. Therefore, consistent with the line of precedent cited above, the Company has substantially implemented the Proposal and, accordingly, the Proposal should be excluded from the 2022 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10).

For the convenience of the Staff, the following table illustrates the Company’s substantial implementation of each request in the Proposal.

---

11 Proposal (Exhibit A), note ii (citing Senate Finance Committee Report).

12 September 28, 2021 Press Release (Exhibit C).

13 Available at https://www.lilly.com/policies-reports/public-policy-political-participation and attached hereto as Exhibit D.
## Requests Made in Proposal

1. Disclose “[h]ow [Board] oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility.”

## Illustrative Implementation by the Company

As noted in the 2021 Proxy Materials, the Board’s role includes “approving corporate strategy, approving major management initiatives, . . . overseeing the [C]ompany’s ethics and compliance program and management of significant business risks, . . . [and] overseeing the [C]ompany’s approach to current and emerging political, social, environmental, and governance trends and public policy issues that may affect the [C]ompany.”

*Board outlines risks relating to regulatory and pricing strategy in Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K (the “2020 Annual Report”):*

- The Business section of the 2020 Annual Report discloses that “[t]here continues to be considerable public and government scrutiny of pharmaceutical pricing, and measures to address the perceived high cost of pharmaceuticals are being considered at various levels of state and federal government.”

- First risk factor listed under “Risks Related to Government Regulation” focuses exclusively on drug pricing risk:

> “Our business is subject to increasing government price controls and other public and private restrictions on

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pricing, reimbursement, and access for our drugs, which could have a material adverse effect on our reputation or business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public and private payers continue to take aggressive steps to control their expenditures for pharmaceuticals by placing restrictions on pricing and reimbursement for, and patient access to, our medications. These pressures could continue to negatively affect our future revenues and net income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We expect governments and private payers worldwide to intensify their scrutiny of, and actions intended to address, pricing, reimbursement, and access to pharmaceutical products. Additional regulations, legislation, or enforcement, including as a result of the current U.S. presidential administration, could adversely impact our revenue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Role of Board and its committees in overseeing alleged anticompetitive practices and risks, including pricing, is outlined in the 2021 Proxy Materials and in the Board’s committee charters and guidelines:

2021 Proxy Materials:

- “Our board oversees the state of our compliance program and reviews our enterprise-level risks . . . ; our Audit

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Committee oversees our enterprise risk management processes and policies.”  
- “Lilly’s current governance structure provides effective, independent oversight over key matters that are important to our stakeholders, including drug pricing and access.”  
- “Our independent directors are deeply engaged in key matters important to Lilly and our stakeholders, including the oversight over the company’s approach to drug pricing and access. Guided by this active oversight, Lilly already has taken numerous steps to address drug pricing and access concerns. For example, Lilly introduced two additional lower-priced versions of branded insulin in January 2020 and added the Lilly Insulin Value Program to Lilly’s comprehensive suite of insulin affordability solutions in September 2020, which enables customers with commercial insurance or no insurance to purchase their monthly prescription of most Lilly insulins for $35. These examples, among others, demonstrate Lilly’s commitment to providing effective oversight over drug pricing and access.” |

Board Committee Charters and Guidelines:
- Audit Committee Charter charges the Audit Committee with monitoring “compliance with legal and regulatory...”

---

19 2021 Proxy Materials, page 82.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“requirements” and “[p]rocesses and procedures related to identifying and mitigating enterprise level risks” and “[m]aterial reports or inquiries from regulators.” 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Audit Committee Charter provides that the Audit Committee, “[t]ogether with the ethics and compliance committee, assist[s] the board in its oversight of legal and regulatory compliance and oversee the [C]ompany’s compliance with its code of ethics.” 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter states that the purpose of the Ethics and Compliance Committee is to “review, identify and when appropriate bring to the attention of the board legal and regulatory trends and issues, and compliance and quality matters that may have an impact on the business operations, financial performance or reputation of the [C]ompany.” 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ethics and Compliance Committee meets at least four times per year to oversee “policies and practices that relate to compliance” and identify “legal and regulatory trends” that may have an impact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20 The Audit Committee Charter is available at https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/1Hl4heif5q53Rt1XhOpnhq/ef79ae4dd717b815b368dd3b102e93b8/Audit_Committee_Charter.pdf.

21 Audit Committee Charter.

22 The Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter is available at https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/2Z0C6Piw6Gsv1xXq5Rca8h/b1956e0b6ae873246af0730f00b185fc/Ethics_and_Compliance_Committee_Charter.pdf.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on business operations, financial performance or reputation of the Company, with semiannual private sessions with the Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer, the General Auditor, and the Senior Vice President, Global Quality.(^\text{23})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Audit Committee and Ethics and Compliance Committee meet jointly at least annually to review “[s]ignificant legal or regulatory compliance exposure,” and “material reports or inquiries from regulators.”(^\text{24})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Corporate Governance Guidelines provide that full Board “reviews a summary of the Company’s assessment of and approach to enterprise level risks. Throughout the year, significant areas of risk are brought to the Board, or the appropriate committee, for consideration.”(^\text{25})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Disclose “whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy.”</td>
<td>Board’s considerations of pricing risk outlined in 2021 Proxy Materials:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As noted above, the Board’s key responsibilities include “approving corporate strategy” and “approving major management initiatives,” which includes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^\text{23}\) Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter.  
\(^\text{24}\) Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter.  
\(^\text{25}\) The Corporate Governance Guidelines are available at https://assets.cflassets.net/1o78rkhi3da6/4s23VaYRY1QhBznagYvMM4/01acf2b6f4f787927dc7252ad4e847a9/Corporate_Governance_Guidelines.pdf.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Requests Made in Proposal</strong></th>
<th><strong>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“oversight over the company’s approach to drug pricing and access.”[^26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “[B]oard and [B]oard committee agendas are structured to engage our directors in informed reviews of strategic and forward-looking issues, as well as in constructive challenges to management initiatives and programs.”[^27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pricing and access initiatives designed to mitigate alleged risks are overseen by the Board and outlined on the Accessibility and Affordability Page on the ESG Website:[^28]

- The Access and Affordability page discloses how the Company makes its pricing decisions:

  “[Lilly] aim[s] to strike a balance between access and affordability for patients while sustaining investments in life-changing treatments for some of today’s most serious diseases. When making pricing considerations, [Lilly] take[s] into account the following:

  **Customer perspective** – The unmet needs that medicines can fulfill for patients and caregivers and how people can affordably access the treatment;

[^26]: 2021 Proxy Materials, pages 33, 82.
[^28]: Access and Affordability page on the ESG Website (Exhibit B).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Company considerations** – The costs of research, development, manufacturing and support services for customers; business trends and other economic factors; as well as the medicine’s potential market size, patent life and place within our larger portfolio of medicines;  
**Competitive landscape** – The benefits of our medicine compared to alternative medicines, where our medicine fits in treating conditions and existing contracts between payers and our competitors;  
**Other external factors** – Such as health system changes and policy guidelines.” |  
• Under the active oversight of the Board, the Company has taken substantial actions to address drug pricing and access concerns:  
o “In April 2020, Lilly unveiled the Lilly Insulin Value Program, a new co-pay card that allows anyone with commercial insurance, or no insurance at all, to obtain their monthly prescription of Lilly insulin for $35 at retail pharmacies. In September 2020, [Lilly] announced [its] long-term commitment to this program.”

---

29 Access and Affordability Page on ESG Website (Exhibit B).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o Lilly “participate[s] in [a] . . . federal government demonstration program that allows seniors enrolled in participating Medicare Part D plans to purchase their monthly prescription of Lilly insulin for $35 during all phases of their Part D coverage – including deductibles, the coverage gap and co-pays.”(^{30})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o “Moreover, Lilly has not increased the list prices of any of [its] insulins since 2017.”(^ {31})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o In addition, and as noted above, as the Company announced in a separate press release, on September 28, 2021, the Company lowered the list price of all of its non-branded insulins by an additional 40% in the U.S. effective January 1, 2022—bringing the list price to 2008 levels.(^ {32})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o These numerous affordability solutions, combined with insurance coverage, “have lowered the average monthly out-of-pocket cost for a prescription of Lilly Insulin (regardless of the number of vials or pens) to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{30}\) Access and Affordability page on the ESG Website (Exhibit B).

\(^{31}\) Access and Affordability page on the ESG Website (Exhibit B).

\(^{32}\) September 28, 2021 Press Release (Exhibit C).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$28.05, a 27 percent decrease over the past four years.”</td>
<td>Under the active oversight of the Board, the Company engages with other stakeholders to find long-term policy solutions to address gaps in the health-care system:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Rebate Pass Through: “We continue to advocate for insurers to pass through our negotiated rebates directly to consumers at the pharmacy counter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• First Dollar Coverage: “Lilly is supportive of efforts to exempt health care services for chronic conditions – including medicines such as insulins – from a health insurance plan’s deductible (‘first dollar coverage’).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Capping Out-of-Pocket Costs: “We believe a cap would provide a critical financial safeguard for patients, leading to better treatment adherence and improvements in overall health status.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Disclose the “[B]oard’s role in Eli Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks.”

Board’s role in public policy assessments disclosed in Board’s committee charters and Corporate Governance Guidelines, 2021 Proxy Materials, and Political Participation Website:

---

33  September 28, 2021 Press Release (Exhibit C) (emphasis added).

34  Available at https://www.lilly.com/resources/diabetes-solution-center/insulin-access-affordability, and attached hereto as Exhibit E.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors and Corporate Governance Committee Charter: 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Duties and Responsibilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The role of the Directors and Corporate Governance committee of the Board is to “[i]dentify and bring to the attention of the board as appropriate current and emerging social, environmental, political, and governance trends and public policy issues that may affect the business operations, performance or reputation of the company.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Corporate Governance Guidelines:</strong> 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Key Board Responsibilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The role of the Board and the Directors and Corporate Governance Committee is to “oversee the [C]ompany’s approach to current and emerging political, social, environmental, and governance trends and public policy issues that may affect our business operations, performance, or reputation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2021 Proxy Materials:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Role of the Board</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Full Board exercises oversight over “current and emerging political, social, environmental, and governance trends and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

35 The Directors and Corporate Governance Committee Charter is available at https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/3fGLMQ7uz6Ohr576Fe0oCQ/d59b4c33fe07beee041eadb7cf2a9c4d/Directors_and_Governance_Committee_Charter.pdf.

36 Corporate Governance Guidelines.
### Requests Made in Proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|   | public policy issues that may affect the company.” (emphasis added)³⁷  
Political Participation Website:³⁸ |

- “As a biopharmaceutical company that develops treatment for serious diseases, we play an important role in public health. We believe it is important for our company to be a responsible participant in political and public policy debates around the world. Our engagement in the political arena helps ensure that patients have access to needed medications—leading to improved patient outcomes. Through public policy engagement, we provide a way for all our locations globally to offer Lilly’s perspective on the political environment in a manner that supports access to innovative medicines. We also look for ways to engage on issues specific to local business environments.” (emphasis added)³⁷  

- “The Lilly Board of Directors exercises governance oversight of [the Company’s] political expenditures and lobbying activities to ensure that [the Company] fulfill[s] [its] commitment to stewardship of corporate funds and risk minimization with respect to such activities, as well as other environmental, social and governance matters. . . . In addition, the full Board receives regular updates at Board meetings from [the Company’s]³⁸

---


³⁸ Political Participation Website (Exhibit D).
### Requests Made in Proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior Vice President, Corporate Affairs and Communications, which include updates on public policy issues and the company’s political corporate activity, as needed. The full Board also receives semi-annual updates on political engagement, including information on the contributions made by LillyPAC and the company, as well as trade association memberships.” (emphasis added)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Lilly’s Vice President, U.S. Government Affairs reviews and approves all corporate political contributions to ensure these contributions are consistent with the company’s guidelines and in accordance with applicable laws. The Company’s General Counsel and the Chief Financial Officer, or their designees, also approve all corporate political contributions before they are made.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “The LillyPAC governing board is comprised of 16 U.S.-based employees who represent business areas throughout the company. The LillyPAC governing board reviews all contributions made by LillyPAC twice annually. Lilly’s Vice President, U.S. Government Affairs manages LillyPAC operations, and a member of Lilly’s Executive Committee serves as an executive sponsor and board chair of LillyPAC to ensure compliance and alignment with company priorities.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing analysis, we respectfully request that the Staff concur that the Company may exclude the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials. Should the Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth in this letter, or should you require any additional information in support of our position, we would welcome the opportunity to discuss these matters with you as you prepare your response. Any such communication regarding this letter should be directed to me at sarkis.jebejian@kirkland.com or (212) 446-5944.

Sincerely,

Sarkis Jebejian, P.C.

cc: Anat Hakim
   Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary, Eli Lilly and Company

   Catherine Rowan
   Director, Socially Responsible Investments
   (as authorized representative for Trinity Health and co-filers Friends Fiduciary Corporation and The Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth)

   Lydia Kuykendal
   Director of Shareholder Advocacy
   (as authorized representative for co-filers Mercy Investment Services, Inc. and Bon Secours Mercy Health)

   Judy Byron
   (as authorized representative for Adrian Dominican Sisters)
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[Copy of the Proposal]
RESOLVED that shareholders of Eli Lilly and Company ("Eli Lilly") ask the board of directors to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Eli Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks. The report should be prepared at reasonable expense and should omit confidential or proprietary information, as well as information about existing litigation and claims of which Eli Lilly has notice.

SUPPORTING STATEMENT

The anticompetitive practices of companies within the pharmaceutical supply chain, insulin manufacturers such as Eli Lilly, are receiving increasing scrutiny from the public, regulators, and enforcers. The criticism of Eli Lilly has focused on the company’s insulin pricing strategy, which has resulted in massive price hikes for everyday consumers.1

In response, regulators and legislators have increasingly focused on the pricing strategies of insulin manufacturers. In early 2021, the Senate Finance Committee issued a Staff Report on the rising cost of insulin, noting that Eli Lilly’s Humalog 50-50 Kwikpen had seen a 64% price increase between 2013 and 2017, and that insulin manufacturers had "aggressively raised the [wholesale acquisition cost] of their insulin products absent significant advances in the efficacy of the drugs."2 Additionally, in response to high insulin prices, eight states (CO, IL, ME, NM, NY, UT, WA, WV) have capped the price of insulin within their jurisdiction and others are considering adopting similar policies.3

Separately, the company is facing a multitude of lawsuits around the pricing of its insulin products, including claims from various state attorney generals, class action lawsuits, and other market participants.4 The allegations include claims that Eli Lilly violated both state and federal RICO statutes, was unjustly enriched, and violated various state level consumer protection laws.5 The number and magnitude of lawsuits continues to mount, with the Mississippi Attorney General recently filing a lawsuit against Eli Lilly, alleging that the company colluded with other insulin manufacturers and pharmacy benefit managers to artificially keep insulin prices high.6

Eli Lilly’s pricing strategies and the resulting mounting pressure on the company increase the likelihood of new regulation, increase risk for investors, and have a substantial impact on the public at large. Given the widespread concern and rapidly changing environment the company finds itself in, we believe that robust board oversight would improve Eli Lilly’s management of the risks related to its anticompetitive practices and that shareholders would benefit from more information about the board’s role.

Therefore, we urge Eli Lilly shareholders to vote FOR this proposal.

---

2 Id.
5 Id.
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[September 28, 2021 Press Release]
Lilly again reduces list price of Insulin Lispro Injection as latest change to affordability options

September 28, 2021

Lilly's Insulin Lispro Injection, 100 units/mL -- first introduced at half the list price of branded Humalog® (insulin lispro injection, 100 units/mL) in 2019 -- will now have a 70 percent lower list price than Humalog U-100 starting January 1, 2022.

Insulin Lispro Injection can be ordered through all U.S. retail pharmacies

Monthly prescriptions for all Lilly insulins -- including Insulin Lispro Injection -- remain available for $35 through the Lilly Insulin Value Program and the Medicare Part D Senior Savings Model.

INDIANAPOLIS, Sept. 28, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Eli Lilly and Company (NYSE: LLY) will lower the list price of Insulin Lispro Injection in the U.S. by an additional 40 percent effective January 1, 2022, effectively bringing the list price down to 2008 levels. The new list price will apply to all Lilly's non-branded insulins, including Insulin Lispro Injection, a lower list-priced alternative to Humalog U-100.

The new lower list price is the latest among numerous options that can reduce out-of-pocket costs for Lilly insulin at U.S. retail pharmacies. People using any Lilly insulin -- including Insulin Lispro Injection -- can fill their monthly prescription for $35 through the Lilly Insulin Value Program for people with commercial insurance or who are uninsured, and the Senior Savings Model for seniors in participating Medicare Part D plans.

The new list price for Insulin Lispro Injection will be $82.41 for individual vials and $159.12 for a pack of five pens – which is 70 percent less than Lilly's branded Humalog U-100 counterparts and can help people who have not activated one of Lilly's affordability solutions.

"Lilly has introduced numerous affordability programs since 2017. Collectively, these solutions are significantly lowering the out-of-pocket costs for people using our insulins," said David A. Ricks, Lilly's chairman and CEO. "Today's list price cut can further help people who are exposed within our healthcare system – the underinsured and uninsured. Half list-priced Insulin Lispro Injection has been adopted by a third of Humalog U-100 consumers. We hope this additional 40 percent cut can expand affordable insulin to more people with diabetes."

Lilly's numerous affordability solutions, combined with insurance coverage, have lowered the average monthly out-of-pocket cost for a prescription of Lilly insulin (regardless of the number of vials or pens) to $238.05, a 27 percent decrease over the past four years. In addition to lowering the list price of Insulin Lispro Injection, Lilly will keep other affordability programs in place for people using Lilly insulins – including the $35 co-pay card for the uninsured and people with commercial insurance, and the Senior Savings Model for seniors in participating Medicare Part D plans.

Insulin Lispro Injection Access

All major wholesalers stock and deliver Insulin Lispro Injection to U.S. pharmacies, and payers will continue to have the opportunity to make the lower list-priced insulins available to people living with diabetes. Pharmacists can substitute Insulin Lispro Injection U-100 for Humalog U-100 without a new prescription because they are the same insulin. Any retail pharmacy that does not stock Insulin Lispro Injection can obtain it from a wholesaler in 1-2 days.

Approximately 1 in 3 prescriptions for Lilly's U-100 mealtime insulin – Lilly's most commonly used insulin formulation – is for Insulin Lispro Injection.

The greatest benefit will be seen by people who face higher out-of-pocket costs – such as people without insurance and those with high deductible plans or co-insurance. Most people using Insulin Lispro Injection are unlikely to see a change in what they pay for their monthly prescription because they have fixed insurance co-pays or already use one of Lilly's affordability programs. Therefore, people should continue to refill insulin prescriptions at their normal pace. Given that out-of-pocket costs at the pharmacy can vary greatly due to insurance plan designs and co-pays, people should ask their pharmacist whether these lower list-priced options reduce their out-of-pocket costs.

"The affordability options we have introduced in recent years have helped many people who were struggling to afford their insulin," said Mike Mason, president, Lilly Diabetes. "Regardless of their circumstances, people who cannot afford their Lilly insulin should call the Lilly Diabetes Solution Center, or go to insulinaffordability.com, to find solutions to help them lower their out-of-pocket costs."

People who pay more than $35 a month for their prescription of Lilly insulin can lower their out-of-pocket costs by visiting insulinaffordability.com or by calling the Lilly Diabetes Solution Center at (833) 808-1234.

PURPOSE and SAFETY SUMMARY

Important Facts About Humalog® (HU-ma-log) and Insulin Lispro Injection

- Humalog is also known as insulin lispro injection.
- Humalog and Insulin Lispro Injection are fast-acting insulins. They are used to control high blood sugar in adults and children with diabetes. They are available only with a prescription.
- Humalog comes in two strengths: U-100 (100 units per milliliter) and U-200 (200 units per milliliter). The Humalog U-200 prefilled pen contains 2 times as much insulin per 1 milliliter as standard (U-100) insulin. The dose window on the pen shows your insulin dose.
- It is not known if Humalog or Insulin Lispro Injection are safe and effective for children with type 2 diabetes or for children younger than 3 years of age with type 1 diabetes. There were no studies done with these insulins in these groups of children. If your doctor decides to give your child one of these insulins, he or she may give you special instructions.
Important Facts about Humalog® Mix50/50 ™, Humalog® Mix75/25 ™, and Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25

- Humalog Mix50/50 and Humalog Mix75/25 are known as insulin lispro protamine and insulin lispro injectable suspension.
- Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, and Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 are mixed U-100 insulins. This means they contain a mix of fast-acting and intermediate-acting insulins. They are used to control high blood sugar in people with diabetes. They are available only with a prescription.
- It is not known if Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, or Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 are safe and effective for children younger than 18 years of age. There were no studies done with these insulins in children younger than 18. If your doctor decides to give your child one of these insulins, he or she may give you special instructions.

All Humalog and Insulin Lispro Injection products contain insulin lispro. Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, and Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 contain insulin lispro protamine mixed with insulin lispro.

Warnings

Do not take Humalog, Insulin Lispro Injection, Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, or Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 if you have:

- symptoms of low blood sugar (hypoglycemia)
- an allergy to insulin lispro products or any of their ingredients.

Do not reuse needles or share your insulin injection supplies with other people. This includes your:

- prefilled pen for use by a single patient
- cartridges
- reusable pen that works with Lilly 3mL cartridges
- needles
- syringes

You or the other person can get a serious infection. This can happen even if you change the needle.

Do not change the type of insulin you take or your dose, unless your doctor tells you to. This could cause low or high blood sugar, which could be serious.

Do not use a syringe to remove Humalog from your prefilled pen. This can cause you to take too much insulin. Taking too much insulin can lead to severe low blood sugar. This may result in seizures or death.

Humalog, Insulin Lispro Injection, Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, and Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 may cause serious side effects. Some of these can lead to death. The possible serious side effects are:

- **Low blood sugar.** This can cause:
  - dizziness or light-headedness
  - headache
  - shakiness
  - irritability
  - sweating
  - blurred vision
  - fast heartbeat
  - mood change
  - confusion
  - slurred speech
  - anxiety
  - mood change
  - hunger

  If you are at risk of having severely low blood sugar, your doctor may prescribe a glucagon emergency kit. These are used when your blood sugar becomes too low and you are unable to take sugar by mouth. Glucagon helps your body release sugar into your bloodstream.

- **Severe allergic reaction.**
  Get emergency help right away if you have:
  - a rash over your whole body
  - sweating
  - extreme drowsiness
  - swelling of your face, tongue, or throat
  - trouble breathing
  - a faint feeling
  - dizziness
  - confusion
  - a fast heartbeat
  - shortness of breath

- **Low potassium in your blood.** This can lead to severe breathing problems, irregular heartbeat, and death.

- **Heart failure.** Taking diabetes pills called thiazolidinediones (thIE-uh-zOH-li-dEEn-dIE-OHns), or “TZDs,” with insulin lispro products may cause heart failure in some people. This includes people who do not have any heart problems. If you have heart failure, it may get worse if you take TZDs with these insulin lispro products. Tell your doctor if you have any new symptoms of heart failure, or if they get worse. Some symptoms of heart failure include: shortness of breath, swelling of ankles and feet, and sudden weight gain. Your doctor may need to change or stop treatment with TZDs and your insulin lispro product.
• **High blood sugar and ketoacidosis.** You can have these serious problems when your insulin pump or infusion set stops working. They can also happen if your insulin is no longer effective. For these reasons, always keep extra insulin injection supplies with you.

**Common side effects**

The most common side effects of Humalog, Insulin Lispro Injection, Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, and Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 are:

- low blood sugar
- reactions where you have injected insulin
- swelling of your hands or feet
- itching
- allergic reactions
- changes in fat tissue where you have injected insulin
- weight gain
- rash

*These are not all of the possible side effects.* Tell your doctor if you have any side effects. You can report side effects at 1-800-FDA-1088 or www.fda.gov/medwatch.

**Before using**

Talk with your doctor about low blood sugar and how to manage it. Also tell your doctor:

- about all of the medicines you take, including over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.
- about any other prescription medicines you take, especially ones called TZDs.
- about all of your medical conditions, including if you have heart failure or other heart, liver, or kidney problems.
- if you are pregnant, breastfeeding, or plan to become pregnant or breastfeed.

**How to take**

Read the Instructions for Use that come with your Humalog, Insulin Lispro Injection, Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, or Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25. Be sure to take your insulin lispro product and check your blood sugar levels exactly as your doctor tells you to. Your doctor may tell you to change your dose because of illness, increased stress, or changes in your weight, diet, or physical activity level. He or she may also tell you to change the amount or time of your dose because of other medicines or different types of insulin you take.

**Before injecting your insulin lispro product**

You can inject your insulin dose yourself, or you can have a trained caregiver inject it for you. Make sure you or your caregiver:

- Check the insulin label before each injection. This will help you make sure that you are taking the correct insulin.
- Use a new needle for each injection. You can get a serious infection or the wrong dose of insulin if you re-use needles.
- Change (rotate) where you inject your insulin with each dose. This can reduce your chance of getting pits, lumps, or thickened skin where you inject your insulin. **Avoid** injecting into thickened, tender, bruised, scaly, hard, scarred, or damaged skin.

**When you are ready to inject**

- If you are taking Humalog or Insulin Lispro Injection, inject it under your skin within 15 minutes before or right after you eat a meal.
- If you are taking Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, or Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25, inject it under your skin within 15 minutes before you eat a meal.

**Staying safe while taking your insulin lispro product**

To stay safe while taking your insulin, be sure to **never** inject Humalog U-200, Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, or Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 in your vein, muscle, or with an insulin pump. Also be sure **not to:**

- mix Humalog U-200, Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, or Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 with other insulins or liquids.
- drive or use heavy machinery until you know how your insulin lispro product affects you.
- drink alcohol or use other medicines that contain alcohol when taking your insulin lispro product.

**Learn more**

For more information, call 1-800-545-5979 or go to www.humalog.com or www.lillyinsulinlispro.com.

This summary provides basic information about Humalog, Insulin Lispro Injection, Humalog Mix50/50, Humalog Mix75/25, and Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25. It does not include all information known about these medicines. Read the information that comes with your prescription each time your prescription is filled. This information does not take the place of talking with your doctor. Be sure to talk to your doctor or other health care provider about your insulin lispro product and how to take it. Your doctor is the best person to help you decide if these medicines are right for you.
Humalog®, Humalog® Mix50/50™, and Humalog® Mix75/25™ are trademarks and registered trademarks owned or licensed by Eli Lilly and Company, its subsidiaries, or affiliates.

HI BOI SP U100 75/25 CON BS 10JAN2020

For additional information, talk to your healthcare providers and please click to access Humalog Full Prescribing Information and Patient Information, Humalog U-200 Patient Information, Humalog Mix75/25 Full Prescribing Information and Patient Information, Humalog Mix50/50 Full Prescribing Information and Patient Information, Insulin Lispro Injection Full Prescribing Information and Patient Information, Insulin Lispro Protamine and Insulin Lispro Injectable Suspension Mix75/25 Full Prescribing Information and Patient Information.

Please see Instructions for Use included with the product.

About Diabetes
Approximately 34 million Americans¹ (just over 1 in 10) and an estimated 463 million adults worldwide² have diabetes. Type 2 diabetes is the most common type internationally, accounting for an estimated 90 to 95 percent of all diabetes cases in the United States alone.² Diabetes is a chronic disease that occurs when the body does not properly produce or use the hormone insulin.

About Lilly Diabetes
Lilly has been a global leader in diabetes care since 1923, when we introduced the world's first commercial insulin. Today we are building upon this heritage by working to meet the diverse needs of people with diabetes and those who care for them. Through research, collaboration and quality manufacturing we strive to make life better for people affected by diabetes and related conditions. We work to deliver breakthrough outcomes through innovative solutions—from medicines and technologies to support programs and more. For the latest updates, visit http://www.lillydiabetes.com/ or follow us on Twitter: @LillyDiabetes and Facebook: LillyDiabetesUS.

About Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly is a global health care leader that unites caring with discovery to create medicines that make life better for people around the world. We were founded more than a century ago by a man committed to creating high-quality medicines that meet real needs, and today we remain true to that mission in all our work. Across the globe, Lilly employees work to discover and bring life-changing medicines to those who need them, improve the understanding and management of disease, and give back to communities through philanthropy and volunteerism. To learn more about Lilly, please visit us at lilly.com and lilly.com/newsroom. P-LLY

Lilly Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains forward-looking statements (as that term is defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995) and reflects Lilly's current beliefs. Among other things, there is no guarantee that future study results will be consistent with study findings to date. For further discussion of these and other risks and uncertainties, see Lilly's Form 10-K and Form 10-Q filings with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Except as required by law, Lilly undertakes no duty to update forward-looking statements to reflect events after the date of this release.

References
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Refer to: Greg Kueterman; kueterman_gregory_andrew@lilly.com; 317-432-5195 (Media)
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Kevin Hern; hern_kevin_r@lilly.com; 317-277-1838 (Investors)
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Public Policy Engagement and Political Participation

Political and Policy Participation

As a biopharmaceutical company that develops treatment for serious diseases, we play an important role in public health. We believe it is important for our company to be a responsible participant in political and public policy debates around the world. Our engagement in the political arena helps ensure that patients have access to needed medications—leading to improved patient outcomes. Through public policy engagement, we provide a way for all our locations globally to offer Lilly’s perspective on the political environment in a manner that supports access to innovative medicines. We also look for ways to engage on issues specific to local business environments.

Through our policy research, development and stakeholder dialogue activities, Lilly focuses on several dynamic areas that are important to our company, our industry and the people we serve.

Our public policy efforts center on three key areas: innovation; health care delivery; and pricing and reimbursement. We disclose our lobbying activities in compliance with the Lobbying Disclosure Act. For additional information on Lilly’s positions on healthcare policies, please see: [lilly.com/policies-reports/public-policy](http://lilly.com/policies-reports/public-policy).

Board Oversight

The Lilly Board of Directors exercises governance oversight of our political expenditures and lobbying activities to ensure that we fulfill our commitment to stewardship of corporate funds and risk minimization with respect to such activities, as well as other environmental, social and governance matters. The Directors and Corporate Governance Committee of the Board is responsible for identifying current and emerging social, environmental, political and governance trends and public policy issues that may affect the business operations, performance, or reputation of the company. In addition, the full Board receives regular updates at Board meetings from our Senior Vice President, Corporate Affairs and Communications, which include updates on public policy issues and the company’s political corporate activity, as needed. The full Board also receives semi-annual updates on political engagement, including information on the contributions made by LillyPAC and the company, as well as trade association memberships.

Recipients of Company's Political Contributions

Where permitted, Lilly may make lawful political contributions in the United States to political candidate committees, political parties, political action committees, ballot measure committees, associations and other political organizations operating under section 527 of the Internal Revenue Code. Lilly will only fund other non-candidate expenditures by exception (e.g., certain ballot initiatives) and those contributions are disclosed in our annual [Report of Political Financial Support](http://lilly.com/policies-reports/political-financial-support).
Lilly has not made “independent expenditures,” such as by paying for advertisements in support of or opposition to candidates running for public office and does not have plans to make such expenditures. Nor does Lilly anticipate making “independent expenditures” in support of or opposition to ballot measures. Were Lilly to make an “independent expenditure” in the future, it would disclose this spending on its Report on Political Financial Support.

Political Contributions to Candidates for Public Office

Our political contributions promote the interests of the company and the patients and customers we serve. They are made without regard to the partisan affiliation of the candidate or the private political preferences of our officers and directors.

LillyPAC and corporate contributions are made based on several criteria, including:

- Voting record or announced positions on issues important to Lilly.
- Demonstrated leadership on key committees of importance to our business.
- Potential for legislative leadership.
- Dedication to improving the relationship between business and government.
- Representation of a state or district where Lilly has a facility or large concentration of employees.

Corporate Political Contributions

Corporate political contributions are made to state candidates and committees, where permissible. Lily’s Vice President, U.S. Government Affairs reviews and approves all corporate political contributions to ensure these contributions are consistent with the company’s guidelines and in accordance with applicable laws. The company’s General Counsel and the Chief Financial Officer, or their designees, also approve all corporate political contributions before they are made.

Lilly voluntarily discloses its corporate political contributions on an annual basis. In 2020, Lilly provided corporate contributions to state candidates and committees totaling $241,000. For more information, please see our 2020 Report of Political Financial Support.

LillyPAC

Lilly’s Political Action Committee (LillyPAC) is funded solely from voluntary contributions from eligible employees and supports political candidates of all parties at the local, state and federal level who understand the policies that advance a positive environment for biopharmaceutical innovation. The LillyPAC governing board is comprised of 16 U.S.-based employees who represent business areas throughout the company. The LillyPAC governing board reviews all contributions made by LillyPAC twice annually. Lilly’s Vice President, U.S. Government Affairs manages LillyPAC operations, and a member of Lilly’s Executive Committee serves as an executive sponsor and board chair of LillyPAC to ensure compliance and alignment with company priorities.

LillyPAC voluntarily discloses its contributions on an annual basis. In 2020, LillyPAC contributions to local, state and federal candidates totaled $727,800. For more information, please see our 2020 Report of Political Financial Support.

View Previous Reports

2019 Report of Political Financial Support
2018 Report of Political Financial Support
2017 Report of Political Financial Support
2016 Report of Political Financial Support
2015 Report of Political Financial Support
2014 Report of Political Financial Support
Federal and State Lobbying Activities

Lilly conducts direct lobbying efforts at the federal, state, and local levels to educate policymakers on the specific implications that various legislation may have on the company, our community, and patients. Lilly’s Vice President, U.S. Government Affairs is responsible for the company’s lobbying activities.

When engaging in lobbying activities, we comply with the laws that govern such activities. Lilly employees must also comply with our global policies, core values and legal obligations, which are outlined in our written Code of Business Conduct, The Red Book.

Lilly complies with the Lobbying Disclosure Act and files quarterly reports that include information regarding our federal lobbying expenditures. These reports may be viewed on the U.S. Senate Lobbying Disclosure Act Database [website](#). In all states where we operate, we comply with state registration and reporting requirements. Our state reporting may be viewed on each state’s lobbying disclosure website. Lilly voluntarily provides [this chart](#) for locating its disclosures on each state’s website.

In 2020, Lilly spent $5,420,000 on U.S. federal lobbying activities, which includes, but is not limited to, compensation and benefits for staff members, payment of external consultants, policy research funding and travel expenses.

Trade Association Memberships

Lilly maintains memberships in organizations that report lobbying activity to the U.S. federal government, including the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America, the National Association of Manufacturers, the Biotechnology Innovation Organization, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Business Roundtable. We support organizations that champion public policies that contribute to pharmaceutical innovation, healthy patients, and a healthy business climate.

Our membership in these organizations is evaluated annually by the company’s U.S. Government Affairs leaders based on these organizations’ expertise in healthcare policy and advocacy and support of key issues of importance to Lilly.

In addition to their positions on health care and business policy issues, we recognize that these organizations may engage in a broad range of other issues that extend beyond the scope of what is of primary importance to Lilly. If concerns arise about an organization’s activities or involvement, we convey our concerns to these groups. We believe there is value in making sure our positions on issues important to Lilly and our industry are communicated and understood within those organizations. Lilly’s membership in these groups comes with the understanding that we may not always agree with the positions of the larger organization and/or other members.

We disclose memberships in organizations to which Lilly pays annual membership dues of $50,000 or more, and which lobby in the U.S. at the federal and state level, as well as the percentage of dues collected from member companies utilized by that organization for federal and state lobbying and political expenditures. If Lilly has a board seat in any of those organizations, the board seat is also disclosed and noted with an asterisk.

- BIOCOM* (10%)
- Biotechnology Innovation Organization* (41%)
- Business Roundtable (40%)
- California Life Sciences (22%)
- Indy Chamber* (5%)
- International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association* (0%)
- Indiana Chamber of Commerce* (9%)
- National Association of Manufacturers* (20%)
• Pharmaceutical Research Manufacturers Association* (33%)
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce (25%)
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Changes in the U.S. health care system have led to greater consumer cost-sharing and a growing number of patients exposed to a medicine's full retail price. This has left some Americans struggling to pay for their medicine. Lilly is actively working with other key stakeholders to seek long-term policy solutions to address the gaps in our current health care system. We remain committed to finding solutions – both legislative and non-legislative – that will help people with chronic diseases have affordable access to their medicine. Find more information below.

**The Current U.S. Health Care Environment**

**Insurance Design**
Insurance design is changing and patients are responsible for more cost sharing. More and more, Americans do not pay for their medicines with a co-pay. Now, nearly half of adults with commercial insurance have a high-deductible health plan (HDHP), meaning people might pay thousands of dollars out-of-pocket before coverage kicks in. This is a big contributor to the insulin affordability issue.
Rebates
Lilly, like other manufacturers, sets a list price for our medicines. To enable patient access, Lilly pays rebates and other discounts to payers and other supply chain entities. The final amount that Lilly ultimately realizes after paying these rebates and discounts is sometimes called the "net price." Across our U.S. product portfolio, Lilly’s average net price after rebates and discounts — the final amount we receive — has fallen from 59 percent of list price in 2014 to 46 percent in 2018. The amount of Lilly’s rebates and discounts continues to increase through a combination of factors — including increased market competition, pharmacy benefit managers’ (PBMs’) increased negotiation leverage and rising mandatory government discounts. For insulins, rebates to the government, in certain programs, result in net prices among the lowest in the world, and lower than developed markets with single-payer, direct-purchase models.

These rebates continue to widen the gap between list and net prices, the amount that is ultimately realized by Lilly. Because of these growing rebates and discounts, the average U.S. net price of Lilly medicines — the final amount we receive from selling our products — declined 0.5% last year.

Factors that create this gap also contribute to the rising costs consumers pay at the pharmacy. The trends toward high-deductible health plans and greater consumer cost-sharing have exposed some people to medicines’ full retail prices. Under this type of insurance design, many consumers are not benefitting from the rebates Lilly provides and might pay the full retail price until they meet their deductible and a percentage of the retail price thereafter.
AVERAGE LILLY NET PRICE (AS A % OF LIST PRICE) AFTER DISCOUNTS ACROSS THE U.S. PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

1. The average net price percentage is calculated by dividing net sales, the amount Lilly receives after discounts (rebates and channel cost), by the annual gross sales (total sales at list price, prior to all discounts).

COMPARISON OF LILLY LIST AND NET PRICE CHANGES FOR U.S. PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

( % Change Versus the Prior Year )

1. U.S. Product Portfolio includes all human pharmaceutical products marketed in the U.S. for which Lilly is the holder of the new drug application (NDA).
2. This represents approximately 95 percent of our total U.S. human pharmaceutical revenue. 2. List Price represents the weighted average year-over-year change in the wholesale acquisition cost (WAC). 3. Net Price represents weighted average year-over-year change in net price, which is WAC minus rebates, discounts, and channel costs.
Rebate Pass-through
We continue to advocate for insurers to pass through our negotiated rebates directly to consumers at the pharmacy counter.

The current rebate system needs to be reformed. Insurers should pass through the negotiated discounts and rebates directly to consumers. Doing so could save commercially insured patients with high deductibles and coinsurance more than $800 annually and would increase premiums by 1 percent or less.

A rebate pass-through would lower patients’ out-of-pocket costs at the pharmacy counter, with the greatest benefit realized by patients taking more highly rebated products, such as insulin.

First Dollar Coverage
Lilly is supportive of efforts to exempt health care services for chronic conditions – including medicines such as insulins – from a health insurance plan’s deductible (“first dollar coverage”).

The Department of Treasury/Internal Revenue Service recently released guidance confirming that HDHPs may provide coverage of insulin and other listed chronic disease medicines without first satisfying the minimum deductible otherwise required for HDHPs.

Medicare Part D OOP Caps
Lilly supports legislative action to cap out-of-pocket costs for patients in Medicare Part D. We believe a cap would provide a critical financial safeguard for patients, leading to better treatment adherence and improvements in overall health status. Also, as of Jan. 1, 2021, Lilly offers all insulin formulations in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ Part D Senior Savings model, which makes Part D recipients eligible for the $35 monthly price if their insurance plan participates.

Employer-led Initiatives
Absent legislation around rebate pass-through and first dollar coverage, employers can play a key role in patient access and affordability by offering benefits that help reduce their own employees’ medical costs. As an employer, Lilly provides the following benefits in our employee health plans:

- Prescription drug rebates are passed through to the consumer at the pharmacy counter to help our employees, retirees, and their families with their OOP medicine costs. In 2018, more than 11,000 Lilly employees, retirees and their families benefited – and their costs were reduced by more than $2 million.

- Preventive and chronic disease medications, such as insulin, are exempted from the deductible of our employees’ health plans to ensure there are no barriers for accessing medicines critical to their overall health and well-being. In 2020, Lilly began reducing co-insurance to zero for insulins, meaning our plan participants pay nothing at all.

- Contributions are made to employees’ and their families’ Health Savings or Health Reimbursement accounts at the beginning of the year, with funds available immediately.

- Eligible employees and their family members with diabetes are provided a free connected glucose meter and related supplies, along with real-time support from trained diabetes educators.
Lilly Diabetes Solution Center

Get Help Paying For Your Insulin
The Insulin Affordability Conversation

Understanding Insulin Pricing
January 24, 2022

Via e-mail at shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Securities and Exchange Commission
Office of the Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

Re: Request by Eli Lilly and Company to omit proposal submitted by Trinity Health and co-filers

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Trinity Health, together with five co-filers 1 (together, the “Proponents”) submitted a shareholder proposal (the “Proposal”) to Eli Lilly and Company (“Lilly” or the “Company”). The Proposal asks Lilly’s board to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks.

In a letter to the Division dated December 23, 2021 (the “No-Action Request”), Lilly stated that it intends to omit the Proposal from its proxy materials to be distributed to shareholders in connection with the Company’s 2022 annual meeting of shareholders. Lilly argues that it is entitled to exclude the Proposal in reliance on 14a-8(i)(10), on the ground that the Proposal has been substantially implemented. As discussed more fully below, Lilly has not met its burden of proving its entitlement to exclude the Proposal, and the Proponents respectfully request that Lilly’s request for relief be denied.

The Proposal

The Proposal states:

RESOLVED that shareholders of Eli Lilly and Company (“Lilly”) ask the board of directors to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices,

---

1 Adrian Dominican Sisters, Bon Secours Mercy Health, Friends Fiduciary Corporation, Mercy Investment Services and Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth
including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks. The report should be prepared at reasonable expense and should omit confidential or proprietary information, as well as information about existing litigation and claims of which Lilly has notice.

Substantial Implementation

Lilly claims that it has substantially implemented the Proposal and is entitled to omit it pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10). A company need not implement a proposal exactly as it is drafted, but the company’s actions must satisfy the proposal’s “essential objective” in order to support exclusion. Because none of the disclosures Lilly identifies concern oversight of risks related to anticompetitive practices, its argument is unpersuasive.

Lilly’s substantial implementation argument depends on mischaracterizing the Proposal’s essential objective as “promot[ing] Board oversight over risks from the Company’s pricing of its medicines.”2 The Proposal’s resolved clause is quite clear that it focuses only on oversight of risks related to anticompetitive practices, never even mentioning pricing. The supporting statement refers to controversy over pricing only as background to illustrate why anticompetitive practices have garnered so much attention from legislators and regulators; no reasonable reading of the Proposal as a whole would conclude that it intends for the requested report to consist of information on board oversight of pricing-related risks.

For that reason, the disclosures Lilly highlights in the elaborate table on pages 8 through 19 of the No-Action Request are unresponsive to the Proposal. None of that disclosure mentions anticompetitive practices or risks related to competition, nor does it discuss risks related to specific anticompetitive practices relevant to Lilly such as pricing collusion. Instead, Lilly offers page after page of material on pricing, including the board’s responsibility for overseeing pricing and various steps Lilly has taken to improve access to its medicines. To the extent that this discussion of pricing is meant to show that Lilly’s risks from anticompetitive practices are low, Lilly can use its statement in opposition to the Proposal to make that argument. Information on board committee oversight of enterprise risks and legal and regulatory compliance, as well as disclosure regarding public policy activities, are similarly unresponsive, with no mention of lobbying relevant to anticompetitive practices or competition-related risk.

The Pfizer determination, cited by Lilly, is easily distinguished. There, both the proposal and the company’s own disclosures addressed pricing-related risks; the proponents argued that the disclosures were insufficiently detailed and that the company had not addressed all four elements of the proposal. By contrast, Lilly’s disclosures are entirely silent on the Proposal’s topic; as a result, Lilly has not implemented even a little bit the Proposal’s essential objective of obtaining information on oversight of risks related to anticompetitive practices.

An argument much like Lilly’s was rejected by the Staff in AmeriSourceBergen, where the proposal asked the company to report on governance changes it had made to address risks related to the opioid epidemic. AmeriSourceBergen urged that it had substantially implemented the proposal, pointing to disclosures on risk oversight generally. The proponent countered that the company’s disclosures never mentioned steps it had taken to better manage opioid-related risks, information the

---

2 No-Action Request, at 7.
3 Pfizer Inc. (Mar. 1, 2018)
4 AmeriSourceBergen Corporation (Jan. 11, 2018).
proposal specifically sought. The Staff declined to concur with AmerisourceBergen, stating that the company’s disclosures did not "compare favorably" with those requested in the proposal.

In sum, Lilly has not substantially implemented the Proposal because it has not disclosed any information about anticompetitive practices or competition-related risks, the Proposal’s essential objective. Lilly thus has not satisfied its burden of showing that it is entitled to omit the Proposal in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(10), and the Proponents respectfully request that Lilly’s request for relief be denied.

We appreciate the opportunity to be of assistance to the Staff in this matter. If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at (718) 822-0820.

Sincerely,

Catherine Rowan

cc: Sarkis Jebejian
sarkis.jebejian@kirkland.com

Co-filers
February 4, 2022

VIA EMAIL

Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
Email: shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Re: Shareholder Proposal and Proponent Response Letter of Trinity Health and co-filers

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We submit this letter on behalf of Eli Lilly and Company (“Lilly” or the “Company”) to briefly respond to the letter from Trinity Health (the “Proponent”), dated January 24, 2022 (the “Proponent Response Letter”), with respect to the request from the Company, dated December 23, 2021 (the “No-Action Letter”), regarding the exclusion of a shareholder proposal and supporting statement (the “Proposal”) submitted by the Proponent from the Company’s proxy statement for its 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders (the “2022 Proxy Materials”). Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to such terms as set forth in the No-Action Letter. A copy of both the Proponent Response Letter and the No-Action Letter are included with this letter as Exhibit A and Exhibit B, respectively.

In the No-Action Letter, the Company argues that it has substantially implemented the Proposal by illustrating that its extensive public disclosures specifically address each of the essential elements of the Proposal. We write to briefly respond to the Proponent Response Letter’s mischaracterizations of (1) the Proposal’s essential objective in a manner that is not consistent with the plain text of the Proposal and (2) the two Staff no-action determinations cited therein.

The Proposal asks the board to report to shareholders “on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Eli Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks.” While the Proposal’s “resolved” clause does not define “anticompetitive practices,” each of the four paragraphs of the Proposal’s supporting statement focuses exclusively on alleged risks relating to the Company’s insulin pricing strategy. For the Staff’s reference, a copy of the entire Proposal (including the supporting
statement, which the Proponent notably omits from the Proponent Response Letter, rendering it misleading) is reproduced below:

RESOLVED that shareholders of Eli Lilly and Company (“Eli Lilly”) ask the board of directors to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Eli Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks. The report should be prepared at reasonable expense and should omit confidential or proprietary information, as well as information about existing litigation and claims of which Eli Lilly has notice.

SUPPORTING STATEMENT

The anticompetitive practices of companies within the pharmaceutical supply chain, insulin manufacturers such as Eli Lilly, are receiving increasing scrutiny from the public, regulators, and enforcers. The criticism of Eli Lilly has focused on the company’s insulin pricing strategy, which has resulted in massive price hikes for everyday consumers.¹

In response, regulators and legislators have increasingly focused on the pricing strategies of insulin manufacturers. In early 2021, the Senate Finance Committee issued a Staff Report on the rising cost of insulin, noting that Eli Lilly’s Humalog 50-50 Kwikpen had seen a 64% price increase between 2013 and 2017, and that insulin manufacturers had “aggressively raised the [wholesale acquisition cost] of their insulin products absent significant advances in the efficacy of the drugs.”² Additionally, in response to high insulin prices, eight states (CO, IL, ME, NM, NY, UT, WA, WV) have capped the price of insulin within their jurisdiction and others are considering adopting similar policies.³

Separately, the company is facing a multitude of lawsuits around the pricing of its insulin products, including claims from various state attorney generals, class action lawsuits, and other market participants.⁴ The allegations include claims that Eli Lilly violated both state and federal RICO statutes, was unjustly enriched, and violated various state level

---


² *Id.*

³ [Link](https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/states-are-trying-cap-price-insulin-pharmaceutical-companies-are-pushing-n1236766)

⁴ See Eli Lilly and Company 2020 Form 10-K, at 108-109 ([Link](https://investor.lilly.com/static-files/e724cf2c-3a2e-4180-beaf-944ecd588323)).
The number and magnitude of lawsuits continues to mount, with the Mississippi Attorney General recently filing a lawsuit against Eli Lilly, alleging that the company colluded with other insulin manufacturers and pharmacy benefit managers to artificially keep insulin prices high.6

Eli Lilly’s pricing strategies and the resulting mounting pressure on the company increase the likelihood of new regulation, increase risk for investors, and have a substantial impact on the public at large. Given the widespread concern and rapidly changing environment the company finds itself in, we believe that robust board oversight would improve Eli Lilly’s management of the risks related to its anticompetitive practices and that shareholders would benefit from more information about the board’s role.

As the Proponent has conceded in other response letters opposing exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10), the supporting statement provides meaning to the Proponent’s essential objective.7 The same is true here. A plain reading of the Proposal leaves no doubt that, for the Proponent, “anticompetitive practices” refers to the Company’s insulin pricing strategy. The Proposal’s essential objective is therefore to promote board oversight over alleged anticompetitive risks arising from the Company’s pricing strategies for insulin.

Conversely, the Proponent Response Letter mischaracterizes the essential objective of the Proposal in a manner that is not consistent with the Proposal’s plain text. According to the Proponent Response Letter, the essential objective of the Proposal is “information about anticompetitive practices or competition-related risks,” and the Proponent Response Letter argues that “[t]he Proposal’s resolved clause is quite clear that it focuses only on oversight of risks related to anticompetitive practices, never even mentioning pricing” and references pricing “only as background.”8 But the fact that “pricing” or “prices” are referenced nine times in ten sentences in the supporting statement while “anticompetitive” appears only twice totally refutes the Proponent’s “only as background” argument. Furthermore, the Proponent concedes in the supporting statement that “pricing collusion” is “relevant,” and neither the Proposal nor the Proponent Response Letter identify any anticompetitive practice other than in respect of pricing, and the resolved clause is clear that it addresses “strategy,” meaning “pricing strategy.” Even

5 Id.
7 For example, in Pfizer, Inc. (Mar. 1, 2018), in a proposal with an identical format as this Proposal (a “resolved” clause followed by the “supporting statement”), the Proponent argued the company had not substantially implemented the proposal, in part because the company did not address company-specific risks discussed in the supporting statement. See Letter from Trinity Health to the Staff at 8, Jan. 5, 2018. In MGM (Feb. 28, 2012), the Proponent also argued the company had not substantially implemented the proposal when the company did not address the proposal’s concerns for a social sustainability report, a term defined solely outside of the “resolved” clause and in reference to the proposal’s supporting statement. See Letter from Trinity Health to the Staff at 4, Feb. 14, 2014.
8 See Proponent Response Letter at 2 (emphasis added).
the Proponent Response Letter cannot articulate “anticompetitive practices” or “competition-related risks” without referencing the supporting statement, and more specifically, price. If pricing is not the essential objective of the Proposal, then it is impossible to determine what else is. The Proponent’s attempt to re-write the Proposal’s essential objective in response to the No-Action Letter fails.

The Proponent’s public statements regarding the Proposal further confirm the Proposal’s focus on anticompetitive risks in relation to pricing strategies: on December 1, 2021, a press release published by the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility (“ICCR”) (of which the Proponent and the co-filers are all members) announced that the Proposal, together with a group of other shareholder proposals, were “united by the common goal of helping shareholders understand how pharma companies are addressing or failing to address access and affordability gaps.”

The Proponent also mischaracterizes the two Staff no-action determinations cited in the Proponent Response Letter. First, in AmerisourceBergen, the proposal asked the company to report on governance changes it had made to address risks related to the opioid pandemic. There, the Staff declined to allow the company to exclude the proposal because the company’s disclosures addressed risk oversight generally but did not address the proposal’s specifically articulated concern, i.e., opioid-related risks. Here, by contrast, the Company’s disclosures are not general but in fact specifically address the Proposal’s specifically articulated concern, i.e., alleged risks relating to drug pricing strategies. For example, as described in the No-Action Letter, the Company (1) discloses specific risks regarding pricing practices, risks regarding increased regulatory and pricing scrutiny, and the mechanisms by which the board oversees such risks; (2) discloses how the board incorporates pricing decisions into its strategic considerations and board oversight of pricing risk mitigation efforts; and (3) provides information about the board’s role in public policy activities related to such risks. This situation is in fact the opposite of AmerisourceBergen.

Second, with respect to Pfizer, the argument in the Proponent Response Letter that Pfizer is distinguishable again mischaracterizes the Proposal’s essential objective, which is expressly about anticompetitive risks related to pricing strategies. In Pfizer, the Staff concurred that the company’s public disclosures compared favorably with the proposal’s guidelines, notwithstanding the proponent’s argument that the company’s disclosures were too general. Here, the Company’s disclosures are even more detailed than in Pfizer, specifically addressing the essential objective of the Proposal and satisfying the Proposal’s request for Company-specific information.

For these reasons as well as those stated in the No-Action Letter, we believe that the Company may exclude the Proposal pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10), because it has been substantially implemented.

---


10 AmerisourceBergen Corporation (Jan. 11, 2018).

11 Pfizer, Inc. (Mar. 1, 2018).
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing analysis and the analysis set forth in the No-Action Letter, we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it will take no action if the Company excludes the Proposal from its 2022 Proxy Materials. We respectfully request that the Staff not delay any response to the No-Action Letter for further correspondence due to the Company’s anticipated timing to file its preliminary 2022 Proxy Materials on or about February 25, 2022. Should the Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth in this letter, or should any additional information be desired in support of our position, we would appreciate the opportunity to confer with the Staff concerning these matters prior to the issuance of the Staff’s response. Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned at (212) 446-5944.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Sarkis Jebejian, P.C.

cc: Anat Hakim
Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary, Eli Lilly and Company

Catherine Rowan
Director, Socially Responsible Investments
(as representative for Trinity Health and authorized representative of co-filer Friends Fiduciary Corporation)

Sister Barbara Aires
Coordinator of Corporate Responsibility
(as representative for the Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth)

Lydia Kuykendal
Director of Shareholder Advocacy
(as representative for co-filer Mercy Investment Services, Inc. and authorized representative of co-filer Bon Secours Mercy Health)

Frances Nadolny, OP
Administrator
(as representative for Adrian Dominican Sisters)
Exhibit A

[Copy of Proponent Response Letter]
January 24, 2022

Via e-mail at shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Securities and Exchange Commission
Office of the Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

Re: Request by Eli Lilly and Company to omit proposal submitted by Trinity Health and co-filers

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Trinity Health, together with five co-filers (together, the “Proponents”) submitted a shareholder proposal (the “Proposal”) to Eli Lilly and Company (“Lilly” or the “Company”). The Proposal asks Lilly’s board to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks.

In a letter to the Division dated December 23, 2021 (the “No-Action Request”), Lilly stated that it intends to omit the Proposal from its proxy materials to be distributed to shareholders in connection with the Company’s 2022 annual meeting of shareholders. Lilly argues that it is entitled to exclude the Proposal in reliance on 14a-8(i)(10), on the ground that the Proposal has been substantially implemented. As discussed more fully below, Lilly has not met its burden of proving its entitlement to exclude the Proposal, and the Proponents respectfully request that Lilly’s request for relief be denied.

The Proposal

The Proposal states:

RESOLVED that shareholders of Eli Lilly and Company (“Lilly”) ask the board of directors to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices,

---

1 Adrian Dominican Sisters, Bon Secours Mercy Health, Friends Fiduciary Corporation, Mercy Investment Services and Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth
including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks. The report should be prepared at reasonable expense and should omit confidential or proprietary information, as well as information about existing litigation and claims of which Lilly has notice.

**Substantial Implementation**

Lilly claims that it has substantially implemented the Proposal and is entitled to omit it pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10). A company need not implement a proposal exactly as it is drafted, but the company’s actions must satisfy the proposal’s “essential objective” in order to support exclusion. Because none of the disclosures Lilly identifies concern oversight of risks related to anticompetitive practices, its argument is unpersuasive.

Lilly’s substantial implementation argument depends on mischaracterizing the Proposal’s essential objective as “promot[ing] Board oversight over risks from the Company’s pricing of its medicines.” The Proposal’s resolved clause is quite clear that it focuses only on oversight of risks related to anticompetitive practices, never even mentioning pricing. The supporting statement refers to controversy over pricing only as background to illustrate why anticompetitive practices have garnered so much attention from legislators and regulators; no reasonable reading of the Proposal as a whole would conclude that it intends for the requested report to consist of information on board oversight of pricing-related risks.

For that reason, the disclosures Lilly highlights in the elaborate table on pages 8 through 19 of the No-Action Request are unresponsive to the Proposal. None of that disclosure mentions anticompetitive practices or risks related to competition, nor does it discuss risks related to specific anticompetitive practices relevant to Lilly such as pricing collusion. Instead, Lilly offers page after page of material on pricing, including the board’s responsibility for overseeing pricing and various steps Lilly has taken to improve access to its medicines. To the extent that this discussion of pricing is meant to show that Lilly’s risks from anticompetitive practices are low, Lilly can use its statement in opposition to the Proposal to make that argument. Information on board committee oversight of enterprise risks and legal and regulatory compliance, as well as disclosure regarding public policy activities, are similarly unresponsive, with no mention of lobbying relevant to anticompetitive practices or competition-related risk.

The Pfizer determination, cited by Lilly, is easily distinguished. There, both the proposal and the company’s own disclosures addressed pricing-related risks; the proponents argued that the disclosures were insufficiently detailed and that the company had not addressed all four elements of the proposal. By contrast, Lilly’s disclosures are entirely silent on the Proposal’s topic; as a result, Lilly has not implemented even a little bit the Proposal’s essential objective of obtaining information on oversight of risks related to anticompetitive practices.

An argument much like Lilly’s was rejected by the Staff in AmerisourceBergen, where the proposal asked the company to report on governance changes it had made to address risks related to the opioid epidemic. AmerisourceBergen urged that it had substantially implemented the proposal, pointing to disclosures on risk oversight generally. The proponent countered that the company’s disclosures never mentioned steps it had taken to better manage opioid-related risks, information the

---

2 No-Action Request, at 7.
3 Pfizer Inc. (Mar. 1, 2018)
4 AmerisourceBergen Corporation (Jan. 11, 2018).
proposal specifically sought. The Staff declined to concur with AmerisourceBergen, stating that the company’s disclosures did not “compare favorably” with those requested in the proposal.

In sum, Lilly has not substantially implemented the Proposal because it has not disclosed any information about anticompetitive practices or competition-related risks, the Proposal’s essential objective. Lilly thus has not satisfied its burden of showing that it is entitled to omit the Proposal in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(10), and the Proponents respectfully request that Lilly’s request for relief be denied.

We appreciate the opportunity to be of assistance to the Staff in this matter. If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at (718) 822-0820.

Sincerely,

Catherine Rowan

cc: Sarkis Jebejian
sarkis.jebejian@kirkland.com

Co-filers
Exhibit B

[Copy of No-Action Letter]
December 23, 2021

VIA EMAIL

Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549

Email: shareholderproposals@sec.gov

Re: Shareholder Proposal of Trinity Health and co-filers

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We submit this letter on behalf of Eli Lilly and Company (“Lilly” or the “Company”) to notify the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) that the Company intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2022 Annual Meeting of Shareholders (the “2022 Annual Meeting” and such materials, the “2022 Proxy Materials”) a shareholder proposal and supporting statement (the “Proposal”) submitted by Trinity Health and co-filed by certain other parties1 (collectively, the “Proponents”). We also request confirmation that the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the “Staff”) will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission if the Company omits the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials for the reasons discussed below.

The Company currently anticipates filing a preliminary proxy statement with the Commission on or around February 25, 2022 due to the inclusion in the 2022 Proxy Materials of proposals to amend the Company’s Amended Articles of Incorporation and expects to file its definitive 2022 Proxy Materials on or around March 18, 2022. Accordingly, in compliance with Rule 14a-8(j) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, we have filed this letter with the Commission no later than 80 calendar days before the Company intends to file its definitive 2022 Proxy Materials with the Commission. In light of the Company’s timeline for filing a

---

1 The following shareholders have co-filed the Proposal: The Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth, Bon Secours Mercy Health, Mercy Investment Services, Inc., Adrian Dominican Sisters and Friends Fiduciary Corporation.
preliminary proxy statement, the Company requests that the Staff respond to this letter prior to February 25, 2022 if practicable.

In accordance with Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008), we are emailing this letter to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.gov. In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), we are simultaneously sending a copy of this letter and its attachments to the Proponents as notice of the Company’s intent to omit the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials. Likewise, we take this opportunity to inform the Proponents that if the Proponents elect to submit any correspondence to the Commission or the Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should be provided concurrently to the undersigned on behalf of the Company.

THE PROPOSAL

The Proposal sets forth the following resolution to be voted on by shareholders at the 2022 Annual Meeting:

RESOLVED that shareholders of Eli Lilly and Company (“Eli Lilly”) ask the board of directors to report to shareholders on how it oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility, whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy, and the board’s role in Eli Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks. The report should be prepared at reasonable expense and should omit confidential or proprietary information, as well as information about existing litigation and claims of which Eli Lilly has notice.

SUPPORTING STATEMENT

The anticompetitive practices of companies within the pharmaceutical supply chain, insulin manufacturers such as Eli Lilly, are receiving increasing scrutiny from the public, regulators, and enforcers. The criticism of Eli Lilly has focused on the company’s insulin pricing strategy, which has resulted in massive price hikes for everyday consumers.

In response, regulators and legislators have increasingly focused on the pricing strategies of insulin manufacturers. In early 2021, the Senate Finance Committee issued a Staff Report on the rising cost of insulin, noting that Eli Lilly’s Humalog 50-50 Kwikpen had seen a 64% price increase between 2013 and 2017, and that insulin manufacturers had “aggressively raised the [wholesale acquisition cost] of their insulin products absent significant advances in the efficacy of the drugs.” Additionally, in response to high insulin prices, eight states (CO, IL, ME, NM, NY,
UT, WA, WV) have capped the price of insulin within their jurisdiction and others are considering adopting similar policies.

Separately, the company is facing a multitude of lawsuits around the pricing of its insulin products, including claims from various state attorney generals, class action lawsuits, and other market participants. The allegations include claims that Eli Lilly violated both state and federal RICO statutes, was unjustly enriched, and violated various state level consumer protection laws. The number and magnitude of lawsuits continue to mount, with the Mississippi Attorney General recently filing a lawsuit against Eli Lilly, alleging that the company colluded with other insulin manufacturers and pharmacy benefit managers to artificially keep insulin prices high.

Eli Lilly’s pricing strategies and the resulting mounting pressure on the company increase the likelihood of new regulation, increase risk for investors, and have a substantial impact on the public at large. Given the widespread concern and rapidly changing environment the company finds itself in, we believe that robust board oversight would improve Eli Lilly’s management of the risks related to its anticompetitive practices and that shareholders would benefit from more information about the board’s role.

Therefore, we urge Eli Lilly shareholders to vote FOR this proposal.2

BASIS FOR EXCLUSION

The Company hereby respectfully requests that the Staff concur in its view that the Company may exclude the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because the Company has substantially implemented the Proposal.

BACKGROUND

Lilly’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) “actively oversees and approves [the Company’s] corporate strategy,” “appro[ves] major management initiatives,” and its “board and board committee agendas are structured to engage [its] directors in informed reviews of strategic and forward-looking issues.”3 Specifically, Lilly’s independent directors are “deeply engaged in key matters important to Lilly and [its] stakeholders, including the oversight over the company’s

2 Proposal (citations omitted). The Proposal in full is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

approach to drug pricing and access.\textsuperscript{4} Under this active oversight from the Board and its committees, Lilly has taken numerous steps to address drug pricing and access concerns.

For example, the “Accessibility and Affordability” page of Lilly’s environmental, social and governance website (the “\textit{ESG Website}”) details significant Company initiatives enacted in recent years in furtherance of insulin affordability, including:\textsuperscript{5}

- On August 1, 2018, the Company launched the Lilly Diabetes Solution Center to connect people with insulin affordability solutions.\textsuperscript{6}

- On March 11, 2020, the Company announced participation in the Part D Senior Savings Model, allowing seniors enrolling in Medicare Part D plans in 2021 to purchase their monthly prescription of covered Lilly insulins for $35.\textsuperscript{7}

- On September 10, 2020, the Company announced its long-term commitment to the Lilly Insulin Value Program, which “allows anyone with commercial insurance, or no insurance at all, to obtain their monthly prescription of Lilly insulin for $35 at retail pharmacies.”\textsuperscript{8}

In addition, on September 28, 2021, the Company announced that it lowered the list price of all Lilly’s non-branded insulins by an additional 40% in the U.S. effective January 1, 2022, effectively bringing the list price to 2008 levels.\textsuperscript{9} Over the past four years, the average monthly out-of-pocket cost for Lilly insulin has dropped to $28.05, a 27% decrease.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{4} 2021 Proxy Materials, page 82.
\item \textsuperscript{5} \textit{Available at} \url{https://esg.lilly.com/social}, and attached hereto as \textbf{Exhibit B}.
\item \textsuperscript{6} \textit{See also} press release \textit{available at} \url{https://investor.lilly.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lilly-diabetes-solution-center-now-open-help-people-insulin}.
\item \textsuperscript{7} \textit{See also} press release \textit{available at} \url{https://investor.lilly.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lilly-participate-new-model-designed-make-insulins-more}.
\item \textsuperscript{8} \textit{See also} press release \textit{available at} \url{https://investor.lilly.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lilly-commits-insulin-value-program-featuring-35-copay-card}.
\item \textsuperscript{9} \textit{Available at} \url{https://investor.lilly.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lilly-again-reduces-list-price-insulin-lispro-injection-latest} (the “\textit{September 28, 2021 Press Release}”), and attached hereto as \textbf{Exhibit C}.
\end{itemize}
ANALYSIS

The Proposal May be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Because the Company Has Substantially Implemented the Proposal.

A. Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Background

Rule 14a-8(i)(10) allows a company to exclude a shareholder proposal from its proxy materials if the company has substantially implemented the proposal. The purpose of Rule 14a-8(i)(10) is “to avoid the possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which have already been favorably acted upon by management.” SEC Release No. 34-12598 (Jul. 7, 1976). Importantly, Rule 14a-8(i)(10) does not require a company to implement every detail of a proposal in order for the proposal to be excluded. The Staff has maintained this interpretation of Rule 14a-8(i)(10) since 1983, when the Commission reversed its prior position of permitting exclusion of a proposal only where a company’s implementation efforts had “fully” effectuated the proposal. SEC Release No. 34-20091 (Aug. 16, 1983). The 1998 amendments to Rule 14a-8 codified this position. See Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (May 21, 1998) (the “1998 Release”), at n.30 and accompanying text. Based on this revised approach, the Staff has consistently taken the position that a proposal has been “substantially implemented” and may be excluded as moot when a company can demonstrate that it has already taken actions to address the essential elements of the proposal, and a company’s policies, practices and procedures “compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal”. See Texaco, Inc. (Mar. 28, 1991) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the company subscribe to the Valdez Principles where the company had already adopted policies, practices and procedures with respect to the environment that compared favorably to the Valdez Principles); see also General Motors Corp. (Mar. 4, 1996) (permitting exclusion of a proposal where the company argued, “[i]f the mootness requirement of paragraph (c)(10) were applied too strictly, the intention of [the rule]—permitting exclusion of ‘substantially implemented’ proposals—could be evaded merely by including some element in the proposal that differs from the registrant’s policy or practice.”). For example, in PG&E Corp. (Mar. 10, 2010), the Staff permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the company provide a report disclosing, among other things, the company’s standards for choosing the organizations to which the company makes charitable contributions and the “business rationale and purpose for each of the charitable contributions.” In arguing that the proposal had been substantially implemented, the company referred to a website where the company had described its policies and guidelines for determining the types of grants that it makes and the types of requests that the company typically does not fund. Although the proposal appeared to contemplate disclosure of each and every charitable contribution, the Staff concluded that the company had substantially implemented the proposal. See The Wendy’s Co. (Apr. 10, 2019) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting a report assessing human rights risks of the company’s operations, including the principles and methodology used to make the assessment, the frequency of assessment and how the company would use the
assessment’s results, where the company had a code of ethics and a code of conduct for suppliers and disclosed on its website the frequency and methodology of its human rights risk assessments; see also MGM Resorts Int’l (Feb. 28, 2012) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting a report on the company’s sustainability policies and performance, including multiple objective statistical indicators, where the company published an annual sustainability report); see also The Boeing Co. (Feb. 17, 2011) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the company review its policies related to human rights and report its findings, where the company had already adopted human rights policies and provided an annual report on corporate citizenship).

Notably, in Pfizer (Mar. 1, 2018), the Staff permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal that the board report on the risks to the company from rising pressure to contain U.S. prescription drug prices, including the likelihood and potential impact of those risks as applied to the company, the steps the company was taking to mitigate or manage those risks, and the board’s oversight role. In arguing that the proposal had been substantially implemented, the company referred to its public disclosures regarding specific risks resulting from increasing pharmaceutical product pricing pressures, including the likelihood and potential impact of those risks as applied to the company, its response to such risks and the regulatory landscape of pharmaceutical pricing, and the role of its compliance committee in assessing and overseeing “current and emerging risks and regulatory enforcement trends that may affect [the company’s] business operations, performance, or strategy.” The Staff permitted exclusion, noting that the “Company’s public disclosures compare[d] favorably with the guidelines of [Pfizer’s] Proposal and that the Company has, therefore, substantially implemented [Pfizer’s] Proposal.”

**B. The Company Has Substantially Implemented the Proposal.**

The Company has substantially implemented the Proposal, which calls for the Board to produce a report on how it oversees risks from alleged anticompetitive practices. The supporting statement makes reference to, among other things, competition-related lawsuits and regulatory investigations that relate to the pricing of insulin from several years ago and that is out-of-date. The statements make clear the focus of the Proposal is to understand how the Board is addressing the alleged risks of increased regulatory scrutiny, citing insulin list price data from 2013 to 2017 in support of its argument.10 In connection with such scrutiny and regulatory risk, the Proposal requests “more information about the [B]oard’s role” in relation to risk oversight of pricing strategies.

---

10 Proposal (Exhibit A) FN i (citing Senate Finance Committee Report, discussing list price of Company branded insulin from 2013 to 2017). The Proposal does not reference the Company’s post-2017 pricing initiatives.
Lilly has already addressed the Proposal’s essential objective, which is to promote Board oversight over risks from the Company’s pricing of its medicines. As described above in the “Background” section, the Board actively oversees and approves Lilly’s strategy, approves significant management initiatives, and structures its Board and Board committee agendas to engage directors in informed reviews of strategic and forward-looking issues, and Lilly’s independent directors are deeply engaged in the oversight over Lilly’s approach to drug pricing and access. Under this active oversight from the Board and its committees, the Company has already addressed the Proposal’s underlying concerns through devoting substantial time and resources and implementing industry-leading initiatives in furtherance of insulin affordability. While the Proposal attempts to articulate alleged anticompetitive risks by relying on the “wholesale acquisition cost” (i.e., list price) data from 2017, the fact is that since 2017, Lilly has not increased the list price of its insulin and instead has taken steps to bring lower list-priced insulin products to market and to substantially lower the average out-of-pocket cost of insulin by 27% over the past four years.

The Company’s disclosures also specifically address each of the essential elements of the Proposal, and its policies and procedures compare favorably with those of the Proposal. As detailed in the illustrative examples provided in the table below, (1) the Company’s existing public filings clearly and prominently disclose specific risks regarding pricing practices, risks regarding increased regulatory and pricing scrutiny, and the mechanisms by which the Board oversees such risks; (2) the Affordability and Access section of the Company’s ESG Website includes detailed disclosure about how the Board incorporates pricing decisions into its strategic considerations and Board oversight of pricing risk mitigation efforts; and (3) the Company provides information about the Board’s role in public policy activities related to such risks on the Company’s political participation website (the “Political Participation Website”). These disclosures collectively enable shareholders to assess how the Board oversees risks from the Company’s pricing of its medicines. Therefore, consistent with the line of precedent cited above, the Company has substantially implemented the Proposal and, accordingly, the Proposal should be excluded from the 2022 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10).

For the convenience of the Staff, the following table illustrates the Company’s substantial implementation of each request in the Proposal.

---

11 Proposal (Exhibit A), note ii (citing Senate Finance Committee Report).
12 September 28, 2021 Press Release (Exhibit C).
13 Available at https://www.lilly.com/policies-reports/public-policy-political-participation and attached hereto as Exhibit D.
### Requests Made in Proposal

1. Disclose “[h]ow [Board] oversees risks related to anticompetitive practices, including whether the full board or board committee has oversight responsibility.”

### Illustrative Implementation by the Company

As noted in the 2021 Proxy Materials, the Board’s role includes “approving corporate strategy, approving major management initiatives, . . . overseeing the [C]ompany’s ethics and compliance program and management of significant business risks, . . . [and] overseeing the [C]ompany’s approach to current and emerging political, social, environmental, and governance trends and public policy issues that may affect the [C]ompany.”

*Board outlines risks relating to regulatory and pricing strategy in Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K (the “2020 Annual Report”):*

- The Business section of the 2020 Annual Report discloses that “[t]here continues to be considerable public and government scrutiny of pharmaceutical pricing, and measures to address the perceived high cost of pharmaceuticals are being considered at various levels of state and federal government.”

- First risk factor listed under “Risks Related to Government Regulation” focuses exclusively on drug pricing risk:

  “Our business is subject to increasing government price controls and other public and private restrictions on

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pricing, reimbursement, and access for our drugs, which could have a material adverse effect on our reputation or business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public and private payers continue to take aggressive steps to control their expenditures for pharmaceuticals by placing restrictions on pricing and reimbursement for, and patient access to, our medications. These pressures could continue to negatively affect our future revenues and net income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We expect governments and private payers worldwide to intensify their scrutiny of, and actions intended to address, pricing, reimbursement, and access to pharmaceutical products. Additional regulations, legislation, or enforcement, including as a result of the current U.S. presidential administration, could adversely impact our revenue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Role of Board and its committees in overseeing alleged anticompetitive practices and risks, including pricing, is outlined in the 2021 Proxy Materials and in the Board’s committee charters and guidelines:

2021 Proxy Materials:

- “Our board oversees the state of our compliance program and reviews our enterprise-level risks...; our Audit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Committee oversees our enterprise risk management processes and policies.”18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Lilly’s current governance structure provides effective, independent oversight over key matters that are important to our stakeholders, including drug pricing and access.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Our independent directors are deeply engaged in key matters important to Lilly and our stakeholders, including the oversight over the company’s approach to drug pricing and access. Guided by this active oversight, Lilly already has taken numerous steps to address drug pricing and access concerns. For example, Lilly introduced two additional lower-priced versions of branded insulin in January 2020 and added the Lilly Insulin Value Program to Lilly’s comprehensive suite of insulin affordability solutions in September 2020, which enables customers with commercial insurance or no insurance to purchase their monthly prescription of most Lilly insulins for $35. These examples, among others, demonstrate Lilly’s commitment to providing effective oversight over drug pricing and access.”19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Board Committee Charters and Guidelines:

• Audit Committee Charter charges the Audit Committee with monitoring “compliance with legal and regulatory

---


19  2021 Proxy Materials, page 82.
### Requests Made in Proposal vs. Illustrative Implementation by the Company

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“requirements” and “[p]rocesses and procedures related to identifying and mitigating enterprise level risks” and “[m]aterial reports or inquiries from regulators.”  20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Audit Committee Charter provides that the Audit Committee, “[t]ogether with the ethics and compliance committee, assist[s] the board in its oversight of legal and regulatory compliance and oversee the Company’s compliance with its code of ethics.” 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter states that the purpose of the Ethics and Compliance Committee is to “review, identify and when appropriate bring to the attention of the board legal and regulatory trends and issues, and compliance and quality matters that may have an impact on the business operations, financial performance or reputation of the Company.” 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ethics and Compliance Committee meets at least four times per year to oversee “policies and practices that relate to compliance” and identify “legal and regulatory trends” that may have an impact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

20 The Audit Committee Charter is available at [https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/1Hl4heif5q53Rt1XhOpnhq/ef79ae4dd717b815b368dd3b102e93b8/Audit_Committee_Charter.pdf](https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/1Hl4heif5q53Rt1XhOpnhq/ef79ae4dd717b815b368dd3b102e93b8/Audit_Committee_Charter.pdf).

21 Audit Committee Charter.

22 The Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter is available at [https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/2Z0C6Piw6Gsv1xXq5Rca8h/b1956e0b6ae873246af0730f00b185fc/Ethics_and_Compliance_Committee_Charter.pdf](https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/2Z0C6Piw6Gsv1xXq5Rca8h/b1956e0b6ae873246af0730f00b185fc/Ethics_and_Compliance_Committee_Charter.pdf).
Requests Made in Proposal | Illustrative Implementation by the Company
--- | ---
| on business operations, financial performance or reputation of the Company, with semiannual private sessions with the Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer, the General Auditor, and the Senior Vice President, Global Quality.  
- Audit Committee and Ethics and Compliance Committee meet jointly at least annually to review “[s]ignificant legal or regulatory compliance exposure,” and “material reports or inquiries from regulators.”  
- Corporate Governance Guidelines provide that full Board “reviews a summary of the Company’s assessment of and approach to enterprise level risks. Throughout the year, significant areas of risk are brought to the Board, or the appropriate committee, for consideration.”

2. Disclose “whether and how consideration of such risks is incorporated into board deliberations regarding strategy.” | Board’s considerations of pricing risk outlined in 2021 Proxy Materials:  
- As noted above, the Board’s key responsibilities include “approving corporate strategy” and “approving major management initiatives,” which includes

---

23 Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter.

24 Ethics and Compliance Committee Charter.

25 The Corporate Governance Guidelines are available at https://assets.ctfassets.net/1o78rkhl3da6/4s23VaYR1QhBznagYvMM4/01acf2bff4f787927dc7252ad4e847a9/Corporate_Governance_Guidelines.pdf.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“oversight over the company’s approach to drug pricing and access.”26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- “[B]oard and [B]oard committee agendas are structured to engage our directors in informed reviews of strategic and forward-looking issues, as well as in constructive challenges to management initiatives and programs.”27

*Pricing and access initiatives designed to mitigate alleged risks are overseen by the Board and outlined on the Accessibility and Affordability Page on the ESG Website:*28

- The Access and Affordability page discloses how the Company makes its pricing decisions:

  “[Lilly] aim[s] to strike a balance between access and affordability for patients while sustaining investments in life-changing treatments for some of today’s most serious diseases. When making pricing considerations, [Lilly] take[s] into account the following:

  **Customer perspective** – The unmet needs that medicines can fulfill for patients and caregivers and how people can affordably access the treatment;”

26  2021 Proxy Materials, pages 33, 82.


28  Access and Affordability page on the ESG Website (Exhibit B).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Company considerations</strong> – The costs of research, development, manufacturing and support services for customers; business trends and other economic factors; as well as the medicine’s potential market size, patent life and place within our larger portfolio of medicines; <strong>Competitive landscape</strong> – The benefits of our medicine compared to alternative medicines, where our medicine fits in treating conditions and existing contracts between payers and our competitors; <strong>Other external factors</strong> – Such as health system changes and policy guidelines.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Under the active oversight of the Board, the Company has taken substantial actions to address drug pricing and access concerns:
  - “In April 2020, Lilly unveiled the Lilly Insulin Value Program, a new co-pay card that allows anyone with commercial insurance, or no insurance at all, to obtain their monthly prescription of Lilly insulin for $35 at retail pharmacies. In September 2020, [Lilly] announced [its] long-term commitment to this program.”

---

29 Access and Affordability Page on ESG Website (Exhibit B).
 Requests Made in Proposal | Illustrative Implementation by the Company |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o Lilly “participate[s] in [a] . . . federal government demonstration program that allows seniors enrolled in participating Medicare Part D plans to purchase their monthly prescription of Lilly insulin for $35 during all phases of their Part D coverage – including deductibles, the coverage gap and co-pays.” ³⁰</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o “Moreover, Lilly has not increased the list prices of any of [its] insulins since 2017.” ³¹</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o In addition, and as noted above, as the Company announced in a separate press release, on September 28, 2021, the Company lowered the list price of all of its non-branded insulins by an additional 40% in the U.S. effective January 1, 2022—bringing the list price to 2008 levels. ³²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o These numerous affordability solutions, combined with insurance coverage, “have lowered the average monthly out-of-pocket cost for a prescription of Lilly Insulin (regardless of the number of vials or pens) to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³⁰ Access and Affordability page on the ESG Website (Exhibit B).
³¹ Access and Affordability page on the ESG Website (Exhibit B).
³² September 28, 2021 Press Release (Exhibit C).
3. Disclose the “[B]oard’s role in Eli Lilly’s public policy activities related to such risks.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$28.05, a 27 percent decrease over the past four years.”(^{33})</td>
<td>Under the active oversight of the Board, the Company engages with other stakeholders to find long-term policy solutions to address gaps in the health-care system:(^{34})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rebate Pass Through: “We continue to advocate for insurers to pass through our negotiated rebates directly to consumers at the pharmacy counter.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• First Dollar Coverage: “Lilly is supportive of efforts to exempt health care services for chronic conditions – including medicines such as insulins – from a health insurance plan’s deductible (‘first dollar coverage’).”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Capping Out-of-Pocket Costs: “We believe a cap would provide a critical financial safeguard for patients, leading to better treatment adherence and improvements in overall health status.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33 September 28, 2021 Press Release (Exhibit C) (emphasis added).

34 Available at https://www.lilly.com/resources/diabetes-solution-center/insulin-access-affordability, and attached hereto as Exhibit E.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directors and Corporate Governance Committee Charter:35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duties and Responsibilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The role of the Directors and Corporate Governance committee of the Board is to “[i]dentify and bring to the attention of the board as appropriate current and emerging social, environmental, political, and governance trends and public policy issues that may affect the business operations, performance or reputation of the company.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Governance Guidelines:36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Board Responsibilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The role of the Board and the Directors and Corporate Governance Committee is to “oversee the [C]ompany’s approach to current and emerging political, social, environmental, and governance trends and public policy issues that may affect our business operations, performance, or reputation.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021 Proxy Materials:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of the Board</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Full Board exercises oversight over “current and emerging political, social, environmental, and governance trends and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

35 The Directors and Corporate Governance Committee Charter is available at https://assets.ctfassets.net/srys4ukjcerm/3fGLMQQ7az6Ohr576Fe0oCQ/d59b4c33fe07beee041eadb7cf2a9c4d/Directors_and_Governance_Committee_Charter.pdf.

36 Corporate Governance Guidelines.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests Made in Proposal</th>
<th>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>public policy issues that may affect the company.” (emphasis added)³⁷</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Political Participation Website:³⁸

- “As a biopharmaceutical company that develops treatment for serious diseases, we play an important role in public health. We believe it is important for our company to be a responsible participant in political and public policy debates around the world. Our engagement in the political arena helps ensure that patients have access to needed medications—leading to improved patient outcomes. Through public policy engagement, we provide a way for all our locations globally to offer Lilly’s perspective on the political environment in a manner that supports access to innovative medicines. We also look for ways to engage on issues specific to local business environments.” (emphasis added)

- “The Lilly Board of Directors exercises governance oversight of [the Company’s] political expenditures and lobbying activities to ensure that [the Company] fulfill[s] [its] commitment to stewardship of corporate funds and risk minimization with respect to such activities, as well as other environmental, social and governance matters. . . . In addition, the full Board receives regular updates at Board meetings from [the Company’s]|

³⁸ Political Participation Website (Exhibit D).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Requests Made in Proposal</strong></th>
<th><strong>Illustrative Implementation by the Company</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior Vice President, Corporate Affairs and Communications, which include updates on public policy issues and the company’s political corporate activity, as needed. The full Board also receives semi-annual updates on political engagement, including information on the contributions made by LillyPAC and the company, as well as trade association memberships.” (emphasis added)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Lilly’s Vice President, U.S. Government Affairs reviews and approves all corporate political contributions to ensure these contributions are consistent with the company’s guidelines and in accordance with applicable laws. The [C]ompany’s General Counsel and the Chief Financial Officer, or their designees, also approve all corporate political contributions before they are made.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “The LillyPAC governing board is comprised of 16 U.S.-based employees who represent business areas throughout the company. The LillyPAC governing board reviews all contributions made by LillyPAC twice annually. Lilly’s Vice President, U.S. Government Affairs manages LillyPAC operations, and a member of Lilly’s Executive Committee serves as an executive sponsor and board chair of LillyPAC to ensure compliance and alignment with company priorities.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing analysis, we respectfully request that the Staff concur that the Company may exclude the Proposal from the 2022 Proxy Materials. Should the Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth in this letter, or should you require any additional information in support of our position, we would welcome the opportunity to discuss these matters with you as you prepare your response. Any such communication regarding this letter should be directed to me at sarkis.jebejian@kirkland.com or (212) 446-5944.

Sincerely,

____________________________________
Sarkis Jebejian, P.C.

cc: Anat Hakim
   Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary, Eli Lilly and Company

   Catherine Rowan
   Director, Socially Responsible Investments
   (as representative for Trinity Health)

   Sister Barbara Aires
   Coordinator of Corporate Responsibility
   (as representative for The Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth)

   Jerry Judd
   Senior Vice President and Treasurer
   (as representative for Bon Secours Mercy Health)

   Lydia Kuykendal
   Director of Shareholder Advocacy
   (as representative for Mercy Investment Services, Inc.)

   Jeffery W. Perkins
   Executive Director
   (as representative for Friends Fiduciary Corporation)

   Frances Nadolny, OP